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Introduction

The most important function of any market is to 
enable the transfer of goods and assets from one 
entity to another – usually in return for money or 
some other asset. We call this bi-directional transfer 
‘trade’. 
 
The oldest form of trade is bartering – getting or 
giving someone else your goods and/or assets in 
return for his/her for goods and/or other assets. 

Currencies helped simplify this process by serving as 
a medium for the exchange of value, but they require 
central authorities to set the value of currency units, 
banks to store them and often payment services to 
transfer the money itself – all these being agencies 
outside of the actual trading activity. In addition, 
the increasing complexity of the trading activity has 
given rise to a host of middlemen – agents, brokers, 
distributers, etc. 
 
Another result is that trade has subdivided into the 
trading of commodities (food, materials….), the 
trading of services (work, support…) and the trading 
of financial assets (money, shares, derivatives 
contacts…). 
Simultaneously, the act of trading has itself become 
more complex, being subdivided into regional 
trade, wholesale trade, retail trade and more – all 
components of an asset’s supply chain.

In many cases, online trading has upset this 
chain by offering direct links between producers/
manufacturers and end-users (consumers). 
Clearly, this has revolutionized trade and the 
function of the traditional broker. 
Not to be confused with an agent, who represents 
one party, brokers arrange transactions between 
buyers and sellers. In financial markets, they were 
traditionally licensed by an exchange to execute 
buy and sell orders for investors and traders. 
Today, online brokers offer their investing clients 
the means by which they can execute their orders 
independently using online platforms, which the 
brokers merely administer.
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ECNs, STPs, Market Makers & You

liquidity Providers

Orders

Money

The two main types of online brokers are Market Makers and Straight-Through-Processing (STP) brokers. 
In  today’s online environment, both types are connected to an Electronic Communications Network (ECN) - 
a system where competing bids and offers are centralized.  
 
Market Makers are brokers who do not pass orders on to a counterparty (liquidity provides, usually, when 
it comes to forex, some futures contracts, vanilla options and CFDs, shareholders/buyers when it comes to 
shares) but retain sufficient liquidity or stocks to cover the clients’ orders without being dependent upon the 
outside market. These transactions are referred to as B-Book transactions. 
 
STP brokers do not intervene in the transaction but merely provide and administer a platform. Orders are 
sent directly to liquidity providers or await a relevant counterparty for the execution of the trade. These 
transactions are referred to as A-Book transactions. 

Today, most brokers will combine the two approaches for maximum risk control, on one hand, and best 
execution and commission rates, on the other.

Banks, Governments, etc.

ECN FOREX 
BROKER

Traders
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The Trading Platform

Most platforms also enable viewing an asset’s price chart, which shows that asset’s value in real time; and 
most offer – in addition – charting tools (the ability to draw lines, shapes and other geometrical support 
aides upon the chart), technical indicators (mathematical constructs for technical analysis) and various 
levels of trading automation (scripts, custom indicators and expert advisers). Some platforms also deliver 
news, alerts, economic calendars, social trading applications and other forms of information and assistance 
to the user. 
 
There are three main types of platforms: desktop (which require downloading), web-based and mobile 
applications for either phones or tablets. Most web-based platforms are proprietary to a specific broker; 
however, there are some that are manufactured by software providers – often alongside a customer 
relationship management (CRM) system, and integrated by a broker into his/her website.

The basic requirement of a trading platform is that a trader be able to open 
and close a position with maximum efficiency. In essence an online or 
downloadable program, it should supply access to a library of assets that the 
broker offers and provide the basic orders required to buy or sell an asset. 
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MT4, MT5

MetaTrader by Metaquotes is without doubt the most commonly used desktop trading platform in the 
retail trading sector. It has become the industry standard and can be easily mastered by both experienced 
professionals and inexperienced beginners. The company’s first product, FXCharts, was introduced in 2000 
and MT4 arrived the following year. MT4’s successor, aptly named MT5, was released in 2010 in response to 
an increasingly regulated environment and the expanding influx of professional traders who required access 
to shares and commodities. MT4, originally designed to supply access to forex, futures and CFDs, however, 
continues to be popular, and MetaQuotes continues to provide support and updates for it. 
At first glance, there is little difference between the two platforms – the same layout, the same terminology. 
However, under the hood, MT5 offers many more options – more order fill and execution types, more 
pending order types, more indicators and graphical objects, and more timeframes upon which to base charts 
(21 vs 9). In addition, MT5 provides market depth information, an embedded community chat, multi-threaded 
strategy testing and an economic calendar. 

Download MetaTrader
You can download MetaTrader from either the Metaquotes website or your broker’s website. In both cases, 
you will be downloading an installation program, which should be saved to the desktop, then clicked to 
download and install the entire programme. MT4/5 both operate on Windows, MacOS, Android, iOS and – 
using Wine – Linux.
A wizard will guide you through the installation.
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Open Account & Register
Before or after you download MT5, open a trading account 
with an online broker (make sure that the broker supports 
MT5). You will receive a username, password and server 
path for your MetaTrader platform. Record and store these 
in a safe place. You will need them to activate MetaTrader 
after installation.

The first time you open MetaTrader, you will be required to enter your data in a popup. Thereafter, if you have 
several broker accounts, you may add them one by one, so that moving between accounts becomes possible 
at the click of a mouse.

Terminal Sections 
MetaTrader is divided into four main sections – Market Watch, Navigator, Charts 
and the Toolbox (Terminal, in MT4). At the top, our menu is entirely customizable.

MARKET 
WATCH

NAVIGATOR

TOOL BOX

CHARTS
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Market Watch is where you can see all of your assets along with their current bid and ask prices. These are 
the prices based on which you can open a short or long position, respectively. The number will be red, for a 
value that is falling, or blue when it rises. Since there is little room for all available assets, you will need to 
select the ones you want shown (or select ‘show all’, which is also an option). To find an asset, either start 
typing its name or symbol in the search bar (‘click-to-add’), select and enter to add it to the Market Watch 
window. You can also right click Market Watch, then select symbols to access the asset by asset class.

Asset Search box   Tick Chart   Depth of Market

Right-clicking on an asset enables us to open a chart in the charts window, a tick-chart, a depth-of-market 
window that displays the number of bids and offers at various rates on the asset, a new order window, or the 
specifications window, where we can see an asset’s tick-size, contract-size and other trading specifications.  

Below Market Watch, the Navigator is where we can see a list of our open accounts plus a list of indicators 
and expert advisers at our disposal.  

The charts window can include an almost unlimited number of charts. One major innovation of MT5 is the 
ability to undock these charts and slide them on to other monitors attached to your computer. Each asset 
opened remains in the window until closed. The multiple windows can be arranged, tiled or – in full screen – 
accessed one-by-one by clicking on the relevant tab at window’s bottom left. Again, by right clicking on the 
chart we can open the asset’s depth of market or a new order. And, like on the tick chart, we can select to 
see ask price, bid price, last price (an addition over MT4) all three or none.  

The Toolbox , is a multifunctional window that includes your trading activities, MQL community marketplace, 
signals, economic calendar and more. In the Trade Window you can see a list of your open orders, pending 
orders (those without Profit & Loss data) and account information (balance, equity, used and free margin, 
etc. It works alongside the exposure tab, which indicates our market exposure, history, which lists all past 
trades, and journal, which records all terminal activities. News and Economic Calendar provide an up-to-
date feed of economic information, while Company, Articles, Market, Signals and Code base describe those 
relevant offerings from the MetaQuotes Language community. 
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Open & Close Trade
Unless you have opened the one-click trading box and it appears on the chart, you will need to click on the 
New Order button on the ribbon or right click an asset or chart to open the new order window. The New 
Order window by default opens to the asset clicked on, but this can easily be changed in the drop-down 
menu. A tick chart is included alongside, with real time ask (Sell/Short) and bid (Buy/Long) prices. 
 
Market Orders
If you are opening a market order, specify whether it is a ‘Fill-or-Kill’ order (fill the entire order immediately) or 
‘Immediate/Cancel’ (fill as much of the order as possible, but immediately).
Next, select your position’s volume (in lots) and stop-loss/Take Profit orders, and click on ‘Sell by Market’ or 
‘Buy by Market’. Your order will be executed immediately, and it will appear in the Trade window of the Tool-
Box. Here, your closing orders (TP/SL) can be easily altered by clicking on the position and adjusting these. 
You can also close the position by clicking on the small x at right.

Pending Orders
The default ‘Market Execution’ can be easily changed to ‘Pending Order’, which opens an extension for 
specifying opening order details. Here, you can select the type of opening order you desire - Buy Limit 
(opening a buy order below the current price), Buy Stop (opening a buy above the current price) Sell Limit 
(opening a sell above the current price) and Sell Stop (opening a sell below the current price). MT5 adds two 
additional pending orders - Buy Stop Limit (a Buy Stop that is triggered only if the price first increases above 
the current price to a required level) and a Sell Stop Limit (a Sell Stop order that is triggered if the price first 
drops below the current price to a required level). Below these, we find the order type - ‘Good Till Cancelled’ 
(GTC) which means that the order is indefinite, or date specification, for the deadline at which an unfilled 
order is closed. 

Click on ‘Place’ and the order appears in the Trade window. Once again, it can easily be readjusted by double 
clicking the position, or closed by clicking on the x. 
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Charting & Indicators
MT5 offers a wealth of charting tools, including simple lines to measure levels, crosshairs to examine the 
data at any point on the chart, and Fibonacci retracements and fans. Technical Indicators and oscillators can 
be accessed using the Insert menu, the Navigator or by right clicking the chart. Once added, parameters can 
be changed by double clicking the indicator on the chart. 

Auto Trading
MLQ5 is the programming language used to create indicators and trading bots for MT5 (as opposed to 
MQL4 – the language used in conjunction with MT4). These can be used to automate certain trading 
functions. However, MQL is also the name of a huge community of users and programmers who develop and 
sell their products through the MetaQuotes market. 

In addition to the technical indicators on offer, custom indicators may be created, as can expert advisers and 
scripts. Several of these are included in the platform by default, and users can combine these to create new 
bots or program new ones from scratch – either programming them or using a programming wizard that 
then compiles the EA into code. 
Once applied, these EAs and scripts will scan the market, then open, maintain and close a position, based on 
the parameters entered.  
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Proprietary Trading Platforms

Although a scaled down online version of the 
downloadable MetaTrader is available online, 
many brokers offer their own on-line platforms, 
adapted to the particular needs of their traders. 
Most of these platforms are integrated with 
their Customer Relations Management (CRM) 
platforms, which enables the trader to access his/
her trading account directly, without needing to 
open a separate web page alongside the platform. 
This enables administering one’s leverage level and 
money-management tools directly. 
One such platform includes a crowd-trading 
function – a form of sentiment analysis that is 
making inroads into the world of financial analysis 
thanks to recent advances in big-data analysis, 
AI and algorithmic trading. And some offer a 
surprising amount of technical analysis tools, given 
theit simplicity of use. 
 
My Assets
Unlike MetaTrader, whose main screen is a fixed 
4-part window, most online platforms default 
view places the trader directly into a trading view 
comprised of the trader’s favourite assets. Each 
asset is represented within a small ‘asset box’ that 
includes a thumbnail chart, bid and ask prices, 
last change and a traders’ sentiment gauge – the 
percentage of active traders with long versus short 
positions on the asset. 
At the click of a button, one can select a contract 
size and open a buy or sell order. By clicking on the 
clock icon at the bottom of the asset box, the view 
changes to the order view, which enables opening 
a pending order. The beauty here is that instead of 
trying to remember which order to use – stop/limit 
- buy/sell – one simply inserts the required target 
price and places either a buy or a sell. A bell icon 
enables creating an alert on the asset targeting 
prices above or below specified rates.

The Menu
Thanks to the CRM/platform integration these 
platforms offer an upper menu that is divided into 
the ‘accounts’ area and the ‘assets’ area. 

Under account, the trader can administer his/her 
account, upload documents, deposit and withdraw, 
and switch easily between a real account and a 
demo account – useful for learning but also testing 
out strategies before implementing them using 
actual funds. 

‘Trading history’ provides an instant list of all one’s 
past trades and account summary. 
 
The assets section enables searching for an asset 
by typing in its name or symbol, or calling up all 
assets by popularity, volatility, daily movement or 
alphabetically, using a drop-down menu. Another 
drop-down provides listings by asset class – 
currency, index, stock, ETF or commodity. 
 
Each asset block also includes a star in the top 
left-hand corner. Click-to-fill adds the asset to the 
‘My Assets’ list. Click-to-empty removes it from My 
Assets.
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Crowd-Trading
Readers of financial theory are regularly confronted 
by Charles Dow’s theory of financial markets. His 
most important foundation for these is the requisite 
for an efficient marketplace, in which all information 
is know to all participants. Unfortunately, over the 
years, we have grown to realize that insider trading, 
the conflicted interests 
of traditional brokers with their clients, and the 
predominance of high-frequency trading has made 
the markets anything BUT efficient. 
Perhaps providing a small solution to some of these 
imperfections, Crowd Trading’s simplicity hides the 
latest innovations in financial trading. 
Until less than a decade ago, the subject of 
financial analysis was hotly contended between 
fundamentalists and technicians. The former believe 
that market movements are dictated by an asset’s 
fundamental elements. If a share, these include its 
sector, management and financials, if a currency , 
these include the socio-political background plus the 
monetary and economic decisions implemented by 
decision-makers. 
Technicians, on the other hand, claim that all the 
above data is reflected by an asset’s value evolution, 
and that studying the chart patterns of the past 
provides sufficient data that can be extrapolated on 
to the future. 

Asset Windows
By hovering over an asset’s chart thumbnail, the 
curser changes into a magnifying glass. When 
clicked, a new asset window opens with asset 
characteristics, trading functions, as in the original 
asset box, and a well-endowed interactive chart. 

Here, one may select a timeframe, shift between 
candlestick, line, bar or mountain charts, and 
add charting elements and technical indicators. 
The charting elements include a wide variety 
of Fibonacci tools and much, much more; the 
studies drop-down menu offers over 100 technical 
indicators, including various volume indicators.
One may read about the asset, see its trading hours 
and daily volatility and leverage, or else click on the 
full screen icon to execute some in-depth analysis.

Today, we know that reality is a combination of 
the two. Unfortunately, whereas technical analysis 
can be represented numerically, then analysed and 
processed by computers, fundamental data - though 
often numerical - is often a matter of sentiment and 
human foibles. Until recently, these were impossible 
to quantify. However, with the advances being 
made in big-data analysis and artificial intelligence, 
patterns are being perceived and analysed by 
technicians specializing in a new field called 
‘sentiment analysis’.
In the past, many proprietary platforms included 
a social trading element, which was actually no 
more than the results provided by a set of trading 
bots. A Crowd Feed, on the other hand, is a live feed 
of traders’ activities, which highlights departures 
from the norm. Any surge in position openings, any 
major changes in trends can immediately be seen 
without requiring an examination of the charts. 
This, alongside the sentiment gauge in each asset 
box has the potential to change the retail trading 
environment quite drastically by creating those 
mass movements that ensure those efficient 
markets upon which Charles Dow based his theories 
of financial analysis and upon which the health of 
the world’s financial markets so deeply depend.
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